
“We are incredibly proud of success of the
RevWork partnership and platform because folks

not only accessed it but came back repeatedly to
learn."

 
KAREN BASILE CLAY

VP, Global Learning & Development

76% adoption rate

Observable improvement in using
inclusive behaviors

Significant increase in confidence
with DEI topics and difficult
conversations

OUTCOMES

Custom DEI learning journey needed

Traditional LMS initiative did not
result in long-term behavior change

No DEI behavioral support in the
flow of work

CHALLENGES

How Johnson Controls used RevWork nudge
technology to enhance individual and
organizational performance.

NUDGE-BASED
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

With the Inclusive Leadership Revwork app, JCI managers
received custom and practical DEI learning content in the
flow of work. 

The employees received nudges on day-to-day actions to
support inclusive behavior at the moment they needed
them, for example walking into a team meeting or
interviewing a new hire.

By receiving custom just-in-time nudges and small,
custom bite-sized pieces of learning, JCI managers were
continuously re-enforced and practiced intended
workplace behaviors at the exact time they requested
reinforcement. 

R E V W O R K  S O L U T I O N

Johnson Controls International (JCI) wanted to develop,
implement, and scale a formal DEI learning program across
the organization.

Existing learning programs using traditional learning
management systems were long, did not account for
individual learning styles or personalization, and did not
result in long-term behavior change. 

The leadership wanted the learning solution to
accommodate individual learning styles, customizable
learning journey, reinforce learning in the flow of work for
long-term behavior change.

T H E  C H A L L E N G E
A T  A  G L A N C E

 CASE STUDY

team@revwork.ai +1 760-696-0151 http://revwork.ai

“I started thinking differently about remote workers
and how to bring them into the conversation

better. The small nuggets of information were so
useful."

 
JASON M.

Sr Manager, Ops



JCI managers had a 76% adoption rate of the Revwork
solution; the highest among any non-compliance SaaS
technology deployed at the company.

Engagement statistics over an eight-month period: 

6500 logins

11,000 coaching sessions reviewed

Top engaged content category is 'D&I at JCI' followed
by 'Inclusion in Virtual Meetings'

JCI managers reported increases in confidence and
competence through effectively using RevWork micro-
learning in their day to day lives, having been supported
to practice what they learned.

Managers continued to implement nudge tips even after
the pilot period has been completed.

JCI partnered with RevWork to provide managers credit
towards health insurance premiums if they engaged
with the RevWork app leading to an increase in
engagement by 370%.

K E Y  O U T C O M E S
 A C C O L A D E S

“The RevWork learning experience did not
feel like work because it was available to me

at any time as an app on my phone.”

“Because of the tips I received, I started
noticing when people were not contributing

during meetings and reached out to them
individually to check in and ask for

feedback.”

"I have become more intentional about
performance review discussions. I seek

more input on who to include to give
exposure to new projects. The Revwork app

provided a jumping off point to discuss
inclusion with my leadership teams.”

“It helped improve my communication style
especially during the pandemic.”

Johnson Controls International PLC (JCI) multinational conglomerate that produces fire, HVAC, and
security equipment for buildings. As of mid-2019, it employed 105,000 people in around 2,000 locations
across six continents. The JCI Diversity, Equity & Inclusion mission is to elevate the responsibility of each
employee to contribute to a culture that values uniqueness, celebrates creativity, and drives innovation.
The JCI DEI Roadmap is built on six pillars and Learning & Development is a key pillar.

LEARNING INITIATIVE AT JOHNSON CONTROLS

Schedule a Demo

team@revwork.ai +1 760-696-0151 http://revwork.ai

RevWork’s next generation nudge-creation platform taps into the science of habit formation to deliver
learning that transforms individual performance and company results. RevWork takes any organizational
initiative or goal and super-charges the path to achieving it. Nudge messaging and quick tips integrate
with calendared day-to-day events.  Thus performance reinforcement opportunities go beyond traditional
learning systems to create lasting behavior change.

A B O U T  R E V W O R K
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